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Moshiach Now!!! 

“…Until When!?, be made in a loud voice. This request is 

particularly appropriate in the month of Elul when “Anyone who 

wants has permission to greet Him and He receives them all with 

a gracious countenance and shows everyone a smiling face.”… Let 

the Redemption occur already in actuality! 

(From the Sicha of Shabbos Parshas Savo 5751) 
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Parshas Parshas Parshas Parshas Ki Ki Ki Ki SSSSavoavoavoavo    
� Translator’s Note: see pages 9-10 for 

comprehensive English commentary. 

 

 

 

2. [On the Shabbos] Before Rosh 

Hashanah, just like [on the Shabbos] 

before Shavuos, we read the [portion of 

the Torah that has the] “Admonition”. 

Before Shavuos -the portion of 

Bechukosai, and before Rosh Hashanah- 

the [portion of] Tavo. But after this 

portion we read another portion, before 

Shavuos [we read]- the portion of 

Bamidbar, and sometimes also the 

portion  of Nasso, and before Rosh 

Hashanah- the portion of Nitzavim, and 

sometimes also the portion of Vayeilech, 

in order to have an interruption between 

the admonitions and Yom Tov [the 

festival days i.e. Rosh Hashanah and 

Shavuos]. 

The reason for this is, because the 

‘admonition’ is not a concept of 

“punishments” G-d Forbid, rather a 

concept of purification and a refining of 

the vessel, and therefore we read [the 

‘admonition’] before Shavuos and Rosh 

Hashanah, since just like in physicality 

before one puts into a vessel a very 

precious and important thing, one must 

first wash out the vessel, [to] burn 

[away] its curses- like the expression

of the Talmud- this is also [true] in 

spirituality. 

Therefore before the revelations of The 

Giving of The Torah and before the 

revelations of Rosh Hashanah, that [on] 

every Rosh Hashanah, a new [spiritual 

level] that was not [previously] in the 

world is drawn down. I.e. that even when 

the Holy Temple existed there still wasn’t 

such a drawing down [of G-dliness], 

therefore in order to receive this drawing 

down,- it must be preceded by the 

purification of the vessel. 

This means, that notwithstanding the fact 

that for a short while at least, there will 

be ‘suffering’, and especially by a prince, 

and even more so by a [prince who is the 

King’s] only son (for all Jews are only 

children of the King, the King of Kings 

the Holy One Blessed Be He) [and due to 

him being an only child] even if the 

smallest thing is “not as it should be” [i.e. 

suffering] he already cannot tolerate it 

(and therefore we interrupt a portion [in 

between the admonition and Rosh 

Hashanah and Shavuos], as we said 

above), nevertheless it is worthwhile for 

our merciful Father, and even by the 

Father of mercy [which is a higher level 

of Mercy than that of a Merciful Father], 

that for a short time it should be, “not as 

it should be” [suffering for the Prince so 

that we could receive ] the precious thing 

[Shavuos and Rosh Hashanah] that He 

will give [us]. 

3. The difference between the 

“admonition” in the portion of 

Bechukosai, that we read before Shavuos, 

and the “admonition” of the portion of 

Tavo that we read before Rosh Hashanah, 

is, that in the “Admonition” of the 

portion of Bechukosai there are 49 

curses, and in the portion of Tavo, 98 

[curses], twice as many.
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That from this it is understood that the 

revelations of Rosh Hashanah are higher 

than the revelations of Shavuos, that 

therefore it calls for a greater level of 

purification. 

The service and revelations of Shavuos 

are in a way of “straight light”, from 

Above to below, the Gemara says about 

The Giving of The Torah, that it was a 

concept of conversion, “and a convert 

that has converted is like a new born 

child”. But the service and the revelations 

of Tishrei is “Return [repentance]”, “a 

returning light”, from below to Above. 

Therefore also with the order of the 

[word] Tishrei, Tav [the first letter], Shin, 

Resh which is an order of below to Above 

[the letters are starting from the end of 

the Alphabet and going backwards].  

Therefore also the  preparation for 

Shavuos [is], the service of Nissan, Iyar 

and the beginning of Sivan, which is the 

“service of the Righteous”, “My beloved is 

to me and I and to him” from Above to 

below. And the preparations for Rosh 

Hashanah is the service of the month of 

Elul, the service of penitents, “I am to My 

beloved followed by My beloved is to 

Me”, from below to Above. 

The revelations of the “returning light” 

are higher than the revelations of the 

“straight light.” As it is well known, the 

advantage of penitents over the 

completely righteous. As we see also in 

the Tablets [of the 10 Commandments], 

that the second set of Tablets that was 

given after the sin of the calf, on the day 

after Yom Kippur are higher than the 

first set of Tablets that were given in the 

month of Sivan, and the expression is 

“doubled doubled doubled doubled deliverance”, twice  

as many. Therefore also the cleaning of 

the vessels before Rosh Hashanah is a 

double one [98 instead of 49]. 

This is also in the concept of exile and 

Redemption that their cause is sin and 

penitence [respectively]. The source of 

exile is the sin of the [golden] calf, about 

exile it says “[the exile is] a double 

covering”, so too also regarding the sin, 

which is the cause of exile, it states “a 

doubled [over] sin” that through this 

[purifying our vessel] we will come to the 

Redemption that is a doubled comfort, as 

it says “comfort, comfort”.  
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Parshas Parshas Parshas Parshas KKKKi Savoi Savoi Savoi Savo    

A week or two before the holidays of Shavuot (Torah was given) and Rosh 

HaShanna (Jewish New Year) we read Torah portions that contain many 

curses.  

 Before Shavuot we read 'BaChukosai' (Lev.26:3-27:34) and before Rosh 

HaShanna we read this week’s portion, Ki Tavo.  

 We read them a week or two before each holiday so as not to enter the 

holiday on a harsh note. But it is surprising why we read them at all.  

 The answer is that in fact these 'curses' are not curses or punishments at all 

but rather a means to purify the Jewish people before these holy days. Just as, 

before putting a very precious item in a vessel we first clean and wash out 

the vessel to make it a fitting receptacle.  

 So here in a spiritual way; in order for these days to be capable of receiving 

the holiness of the Giving of the Torah and of The Head of the Year they 

must first be purified. 

 As is known that each Rosh HaShanna is a higher revelation than the year 

before meaning that this year will be a revelation of spirituality even higher 

than that of the Holy Temple (indeed, some 2,000 levels higher; one for each 

year!)  

 So notwithstanding the fact that these apparent curses are painful and 

difficult to bear, especially for the Jewish people who are the 'Sons of G-d' i.e. 

the sons of the King of the Universe, (in fact each Jew is like an ONLY son), 

But because there is a small blemish which must be removed by this 

unbearable pain (therefore we do not read this directly before the holidays) 

therefore it is worth it to our 'Merciful Father' or (even higher) 'Father of 

Mercy' to treat us with severity in order to prepare us for the great blessings 

of these holidays.  

 The main difference between the curses read before Shavuos and those read 

before Rosh HaShanna is that those read before Shavuos in B'Chukosai are 

forty nine while those is Ki Tavo (this week's Torah reading) are twice as 

many; ninety eight.  

 This is because the revelations in Rosh HaShanna are much higher and 

therefore require twice the preparation.  

 This can be explained by some Kabalistic ideas.  
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The spiritual revelations of Shavuot are called 'Or Yashar' i.e. a 'Straight 

Light' from above to below. G-d gave us the Torah 'straight down' and the 

Rabbis say that on Shavuot all the Jews were like converts (in fact we learn 

the laws of conversion from Shavuot) and a according to Jewish law a convert 

is like a newborn child; completely dependent on his parents. Everything 

comes from 'above'.  

 But Rosh HaShanna is 'Or Chozer' a 'Returning Light', namely WE must do 

all the work and 'Return' UP, so to speak, to G-d (Tshuva). This is also hinted 

in the Hebrew letters of Tishre (the month of Rosh HaShanna) 'Tuf, Resh, 

Shin' which are the last three letters in the Jewish alphabet in reverse order. 

 Similarly, the months before Shavuot are Nissan (when Passover occurs) and 

Iyar which are months of blessing and miracles from ABOVE, represented by 

"My beloved is to me and (then) I am his" (Songs 2:16).   

 But the month preparing for Rosh HaShanna is Elul, the month of 'return' 

from 'Below'; 'I am to my beloved and (then) my beloved is to me' (Songs 

6:3)  

 According to Kabala, Or Chozer is higher than 'Or Yashar' as the saying 

"The place where Baali Tshuva stand is higher from where Tzadikim stand".  

And this also can be seen the difference between the first Tablets of the Ten 

Commandments (which Moses broke) which were a gift 'straight down' from 

G-d and the second tablets which were 'earned' by 'return' to G-d after the 

sin of the Golden Calf.   

 The Talmud calls the second Tablets 'Doubly Potent'.  Therefore Rosh 

HaShanna which occurs in Tishre (the month the Second Tablets were given) 

requires a DOUBLE cleansing, 98 'curses'.  

 This is applicable to the exile (we have been in for the last two thousand 

years) and the long awaited redemption whose sources are sin and 'return'.   

 The source of the Golus (Exile) which is called 'Double punishment'; began 

with the Golden Calf, which is called a 'Double Sin'  

 But through 'return' to G-d we will be 'doubly comforted' as it says in this 

week's HafTorah; Nachamu Nachamu.  

 That G-d will comfort us doubly with the arrival of Moshiach who will 

alleviate the world from all pain, suffering, disease and hatred.  

 We must do all we can to return to G-d and bring  

Moshiach NOW! 
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Chai Elul Chai Elul Chai Elul Chai Elul Commmentary on Pages Commmentary on Pages Commmentary on Pages Commmentary on Pages 13131313----14141414    

1. The 18th of Elul is the birthday of the 

Ba’al Shem Tov [the founded of the 

Chassidic movement] and the Alter 

Rebbe [the first Rebbe of Chabad]. 

Regarding the birthday of the Ba’al Shem 

Tov that was on the 18th of Elul, the 

[Previous] Rebbe gave over that this is 

the birthday of his body, his soul and also 

in this [his birthday] that he- the Ba’al 

Shem Tov- was revealed [previously he 

was a hidden tzadik]. All this was on the 

18th of Elul. 

This is also [true] regarding the Alter 

Rebbe, besides for the birthday of his 

body, there were several more main 

concepts, that [happened] to him on the 

18th of Elul. 

2. In the writings of the Ari”zal it states 

on the verse, “And these days are 

commemorated and celebrated” [Megillas 

Esther 9:28], that days which have in 

them a specific concept, in each and 

every year, when one mentions this- 

“commemorated”commemorated”commemorated”commemorated”- in a manner which 

according to the Torah is considered 

commemorated- they then become 

“celebrated”“celebrated”“celebrated”“celebrated”, they are drawn down once 

again: [ex. on] the 15th of Nissan- “the 

exodus from Egypt…etc.”  

This is also [true] regarding the 18th of 

Elul in each and every year. Through this 

that we commemorate it, as said above, 

all the concepts we mentioned above of 

the Ba’al Shem Tov and of the Alter 

Rebbe, are repeated once again in every 

year in this time.                                    

With this we will understand that which 

the [Previous] Rebbe had

said, that the 18th of Elul brings in a 

vitality [the letters that create the word 

vitality “Chai” have the numerical value of 

18] to Elul, a second time he had said 

[the previous statement] in this way: the 

18th of Elul brings in a vitality in the 

service of “I am to my beloved and my 

beloved is to me” (the first letter of each 

word spelling the acronym Elul). 

In Igeres HaKodesh, of Tanya [the Alter 

Rebbe] brings, that every Rosh Hashanah, 

a new [spiritual] light that was not in the 

world [before] is drawn down”. From this 

it is also understood with regards to the 

18th of Elul, that every year these concepts 

are increased. Even though, we do not 

see this is a revealed manner and even 

more so- it seems as if the concepts are 

from time to time lessening, but the 

truth is, that internally, and the internal 

must eventually be revealed [in a] 

outward [revealed way] concepts are 

increased. 

3. It is known the analogy that is brought 

in Chassidus, of a person that has a 

locked treasure and [he] has never seen 

it, but since he knows that the treasure 

belongs to him, and the key is by him in 

[his] hand and whenever he wants he can 

[access it], even though for the present 

he [does] not see the treasure, he is 

nevertheless “very happy”. 

Similarly in our case, since the key is by 

us in our ‘hands’ [so to speak], whenever 

we want we can  
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open it, even “Today if we listen to His 

voice, in one minute and in one 

moment”, so even if he does not feel it 

externally [nevertheless] the knowledge 

alone combined with [the fact] that he is 

certain that internally he has it, [and this 

knowledge and certainty] should cause an 

elevation. 

4. The [Previous] Rebbe had recounted, 

that at one time the 18th of Elul was one 

of the hidden [Chassidic] festival; The 

Rebbe the “Tzemach Tzedek” had 

revealed this to his holy sons. [His son] 

The Rebbe “Maharash” would say a 

Chassidic discourse from the Alter Rebbe 

on the 18th of Elul if it came out on 

Shabbos or on the Shabbos before the 

18th of Elul. Later on the 18th of Elul 

became a revealed [Chassidic] festival. 

This needs to give strength to everyone, 

to be able to [take] internal [hidden] 

concepts and reveal them, and as we said 

previously, that the 18th of Elul gives 

vitality to [the entire month of] Elul and 

in the service of “I am to my beloved and 

my beloved is to me” we take from this a 

vitality for the whole year in spiritual 

matters, and consequently it comes out 

for the whole year also in material 

matters, children, health and sustenance 

in bountiful [amounts].  
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Chai ElulChai ElulChai ElulChai Elul     

The Eighteenth day (Chai) of the Jewish month of Ellul is the birthday of  the 

Baal Shem Tov and of the founder of Chabad Chassidut The Alter (old) 

Rabbi; Shneur Zalman of Liadi. 

 The Previous (Sixth) Chabad Rebbe, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, said that Chai 

Ellul was the birthday of the Baal Shem Tov's body and soul as well as the 

day he revealed himself to the world.  

Similarly Rebbe Sheur Zalman; besides Chai Ellul being his physical birthday 

it was also the date that many significant things occurred to him.  

 In the mystical writings of the Ari (Rabbi Isaac Luria) on the sentence 

"These days are mentioned and done" (Esther 9:28) he explains that when we 

mention and commemorate the days in Jewish history upon which miracles 

occurred we actually cause, spiritually, the same spiritual revelation to occur 

as it did the first time. For instance, on the fifteenth of Nissan the leaving of 

Egypt etc.  

 Similarly with Chai Ellul; by remembering this day we cause all the spiritual 

revelations experienced by the Baal Shem Tov and the Alter Rebbe to be 

manifest. 

 With this we can understand what the previous Rebbe meant when he said 

that "Chai Ellul brings Chayut (life, enthusiasm) into Ellul" and on another 

occasion he said 'Chai Ellul brings Chayut into 'I am to my beloved (G-d) and 

my beloved is to me" (Songs 6:3) (the Hebrew initials of which spell out the 

word Ellul). 

 The Rebbe explains in the Tanya (Egrot HaKodesh Chapt 14) that every Rosh 

HaShanna there is an additional blessing even greater than the years before. 

From this we can understand that the same is also true for Chai Ellul; every 

year there is a revelation of all the accomplishments of the Baal Shem Tov 

and the Alter Rebbe even greater than all the years before.  

 Although it may seem that the farther in time we get from them the weaker 

is their effect, but really the opposite is true; spiritually and inwardly their 

effect is even more present and more powerful than ever before and 

eventually this must come to be revealed externally and we will feel the 

addition.  
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The example is often brought of one who has the key to a locked treasure 

house containing untold wealth that has been given to him. Even though the 

riches are temporarily inaccessible to him nevertheless because he knows that 

he can eventually open the door it brings him joy and satisfaction.  

 Similarly in our case; because the key is in our hand (if we truly devote 

ourselves to G-d, 'B'kolo Tishm'un, for even one moment) although the 

spiritual riches may be unperceived by us it should nevertheless bring us 

great joy and elevation. 

 The Previous Rebbe (Rebbe Yosef Yitzchak) once said that Chai Ellul used to 

be a 'hidden' holiday. The Tzemach Tzedik (Menachem Mendel, the Third 

Lubavitcher Rebbe) told his six holy sons privately about it and the Rebbe 

MaHarash (Shmuel, the fourth Rebbe) would say a deep Chassidic speech 

(Mimor) on the Shabbat of or before Chai Ellul but no more than that.   

 Only afterward did it become a revealed and advertised holiday to the 

Chassidim. 

 This should give all of us power and ability to bring out all our potential and 

all hidden blessings into revelation. As we mentioned previously that Chai 

Ellul puts a Chayut (life) into Ellul and into "I am to my beloved (i.e.G-d) and 

my beloved is to me".  

 From this we get power the entire year in all spiritual matters and even in 

physical ones; that the blessings should be revealed in Children, Health and 

Money with abundance. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           


